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As the name implies, it is almost impossible to use Muvee Reveal for any purpose if you are unable to watch videos. They may even get you charged with a copyright violation, though that';s less likely, since the license is pretty cheap and available from

multiple sources, and if it happened, you might be able to get a refund. The program itself wont necessarily tell you you can';t do something, but the trouble with Muvee Reveal is that it isnt smart enough to realize you are trying to use it to make a
video, or it cannot be used with your own pictures. After managing to get the audio right, I wondered how Muvee Reveal would handle the picture transitions that are characteristic of internet broadcasting. I could have sworn I had seen an option to

customize their order, but I couldnt find it. In the end, I just played back the creation live (no preview capability in Muvee Reveal unfortunately) and watched the transitions fall in place. The editing tools in Muvee Reveal are generally adequate, although
there are a lot of customization options that are easy to use and fairly convenient. If you have never made a movie before and dont want to spend a lot of time learning about what you can and cannot do, the ease of use will be a selling point. The

functions that are generally useful are pretty intuitive and easy to use: you can switch between pictures quickly by simply pressing a button. Once you have completed a presentation, you can save it to a USB drive and publish it online, burn it to a disc
or select and save the presentation to your hard drive in various formats. The cost of Muvee Reveal is incredibly low, but higher quality tools may cost much more.
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muvee is a perfect free software to make movies for
home or commercial purposes. It can use photos taken
by smartphone, camera or web cam. It';s not necessary
to have video recording. You just need to import photos,

videos or audio files in this program to make a movie.
There is also a batch mode to import lots of files at once.
You';ll get a preview of your movie after each step, and

some really cool effects can be performed on your
movie, such as making it motionless, black & white,
sepia, enhance colors and others. There are three

versions of this application. Do not forget to stop the
process before installing software or the program may
crash. At last, you can add music, photos or video into

your finished video and create unique multimedia
presentations using your multimedia skills. Ulead Video

Studio is another most powerful video editing application
in our list of best programs to download. The program
will help you personalize your created movies and add

captions, music and voice over to them. The movies can
be easily posted to Facebook, YouTube, or burned to

DVD. Ulead Video Studio is another application that you
can download. There are many excellent video editing

tools, however, many of them are just light-weight; they
don';t have much more than the capability of basic free
video editors. Cinestudio is a best software to download.
Muvie Reveal is a simple tool that can create high quality

muvies. It has nothing else in mind besides making
muvies. But if you're looking for more functions, then you
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should try another avi to movie converter: Wondershare
Video Editor. Muvee Reveal is the simplest tool for

creating muvies and it's free. When it comes to editing
it's not as powerful as Wondershare Video Editor but they

both can create avi to mp4.and i like both of them.
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